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Lempel, Even and Cederbaum proved the fohowmg result: Give3 any edge {s, t} in a 
biconnqcted graph G with n vertices, the vertices -1;;’ G can be numbered from 1 to n so that 
vertex s receives number 1, vertex t receives number n, and any vertex except s and i! is adjacent 
both to a lower-numbered and to a higher-numbered vertex (we call such a numbering an 
St-numbering for G). They used this result in an efficient algorithm for planarity-testing. Here we 
provide a linear-time algorithm for computing an St-numbering for any biconnected gmph. This 
algorithm can be combined with some new results by Booth and Lueker to provide a linear-time 
implementatiol: of the Lempel-Even-Cederbaum planarity-testing algorithm. 
Lempel, Even and Cederbaum proved the following result [3): (Given any edge {s. t} 
in a biconnezted graph G with n vertices, the vertices of G may be numbered from 
1 to n so that vertex s receives number 1, vertex t receives number n, and e:-:ry 
vertex except s and t is adjacent both to a lower-numbered and to a higkr- 
numbered vertex (we call such a numbering an st-numbering for G). Their proof 
gives an algorithm for finding such 3 numbering; though they state no time bound, 
the algorithm will run in O(nm) time if the problem graph has n vertices and m 
edges. They use this algorithm as one step in an efficient algorithm for planarity- 
ere we g;ive an O(n + m )-time ;Ilgorit 
algorithm uses depth-first search. The st-nu 
with a linear-time bloc 
part 
iller 
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A graph G = (V, 2) is a set V of 1 V I= n verfices and a set 
each of which is an unordered pair {u, w } of distinct vertices. 
is a subg:aph of a graph G = (V, E) if V’C 
VP ::= V. A path from vl to ok in 
1)1, va), {1?2, V3}, . . .t { vk -1, vk ). This path is said to contain edges { vl, v2), . . ., {ok-lb vk} 
and vertices vl, . . ., vk. The path is shnple if VIP V2,. . ., Vk-1, Vk are distinct. The path 
= vk. We Twill sometimes represent apath by its sequence of vertices 
y convention, there is a path of no edges from any vertex to itself; 
h is not regarded as a cycle. A graph is connected if there is a Ipath 
between any pair of vertices. The maximal connected subgraphs of a graph are 
vertex-disjoint and are called its connected components. A graph is biconnected if, 
n any three distinct vertices u, v, w, there is a path from v to w which does not 
contain u. The maximal biconnected subgraphs of a graph are edge-disjoint and are 
called its blocks. 
A tree T is a connected graph which contains no cycles. In a tree there is a unique 
simple path between any two vertices. A rooted tree (T, r) is a tree with a 
distinguished vertex r, called the root. Given a rooted tree (T, r) and any vertices v 
and W, we say v is an ancestor of w and w is a descendant of v (denoted by v 4 w) 
if v is contained in the path from I to w. Every vertex is an ancestor and descendant 
of itself. If v w and (v, w } is an edge of T, we say v is the parent of w and w is a 
child of v (denoted by v + w ). 
A preorder numbering of the vertices of a rooted tree (T, t) is any numbering 
generated by the following algorithm. 
n v a number higher than al eviously assigned numbers; 
w such that v --3, w 
es to be unnumbered; 
are 
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(T, r) of G can be found in 
can also be used to 
nceforth assume that ( 
d from 1 to n in preorder, and 
or any vertex v, let 
L(U) = min({v} U {tl I3w such that v w and w-u)). 
(Tarjan [S]). If z’s biconnec&zd and v --3 w, then v P 1 implies L (w ) < 21, 
and v = 1 implies L(w)= 3 = 1. 
The values L (v) for all vertices 
search which constructs (T, r). 
v may be computed in (n + m) time during the 
Given a biconnected graph G and a distinguished edge {s, t}, we wish to construct 
an St-numbering for G. The St-numbering algorithm consists of three parts. The 
first part is a depth-first search which constructs adepth-first spanning tree (T, l j of 
G so that the first ej:ge of the search is {t, s); thus t + s in 7’ and since G is 
biconnected, there is ‘10 other tree edge emanating from t. This search also numbers 
the vertices of 7’ from 1 to n in preorder and computes the values L(v). The 
information generated by this search is used by the other two parts of the algorithm. 
The second part of the algorithm is a pathfinding procedure PATHFINDER(v) 
to be used in the following way: Initially only vertices , t and edge {s, r ) are marked 
old. The initiai call PAT FINDER(s) finds a simple path from s to t not 
containing {s, t), nd marks edges and vertices on this path old. Each successive cd! 
PATHFINDER ) finds a simple path of new edges from old vertex v to some 
distinct old vertex w, marks edges and vertices on the path old, and returns the 
path. The pathfinder procedure presented here is a simpler version of the one 
presented in !l]. 
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mark {v, 110’) old; 
initialize path to be {v, w ); 
find a (new) edge. {WJ} with x = L(w) or L,(X)= L(w) 
mark w and {w, X} old; 
add {w, x) to path; 
w: =:x; 
e is a rlew cycle edge {v, w } with v s w t 
mark {v, w } old; 
initialize path to ble {v, w }; 
w 
find the (new) edge {w, x) with x + w ; 
mark w rend {w, x} old; 
add {w, x ) to path; 
en 
be null path; 
NDER: 
Suppose vertices s, t and edge (s, t} are initially marked old. An initial 
1 return a simple path from s to t not containing (s, t). A 
successive ca ER fv) with v old will return a simple path (of edges new 
before the call) from v to some vertex w old before the call, if there are any edges 
(v, w ) new before the call. (Otherwise PA ThrFINDER (v) returns the null path.) 
It is easy to prove by induction on the number of PAT FINDER calls that, 
at the beginning of any PATI-IFIN ER call, if solme vertex w is old, then all 
vertices and edges on the tree path from t to WJ are o en this fact, we can 
ements (a)-(d), on 
where Vi + Vi+1 
ence the selected 
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The third part of the St-numbering method uses procedure PAT 
compute an st-numbering. The method keeps a stack of all old vertices. Initially the 
stack contains s on top of t. The top ve x on the stack, say TV, is deleted and 
(v) is called. If PATHFIN R returns a path (vl, v2), . . ., {ok_,, vk ), 
en vk.+ vk+, .. . . v2 and vl = v are added to the top of the stack. If PAT 
ER returns the null path, v is assigned the next available number (and not put 
ck). The process is repeated until the stack is empty. This algorithm 
appears below in ALGOL-like nota 
STNUMBER; 
mark s, t, and (s, I’ : ~~,‘d, all other vertices and edges new ;
initialize stack to contain s on top of t : 
l . r.=o; 
tack is not empty 
v be to+ vertex on stack ; 
delete v from stack ; 
let (vl, v2), . . l 9 (21r(+ uk } be path found by PAT 
path not null t add t&l,. . ., v1 (v, = v o 
se nurftber(v):=i: = i + 1; 
e 
Lemma 3. Algorithm STNWMBER correctly computes an St-numbering of a bicon - 
netted graph G. 
roof. First we make some observations about STNUM ER. No vertex v ever 
appears in two or more places on stack at the same Me. Once a vertex v is placed 
on stack, nothing under v receives anumber until v does. No vertex is permanently 
stack until all its incident edges become old. We use these facts to 
vertex u # s, t i ted on stack before t is doleted, and that the 
numbering computed by STNU ER is an St-numbering. 
Let k& s, t. Since G is biccnnected there is a path s = wl, 
Jefore c. is deleted. ut wj cannot be deleted until edge 
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path ~1, v>; , . ., z)& with vl, vk old, v2,. . ., VH jlew, and u = Q for some 2 G i s k - I. 
When u is placed on stack, v~+~ is below u on stack, and Vi-1 is then placed on top of 
u on stack. Thus v i+l receives a larger numbe:: than u and tr,-, a smaller number. It 
follows that the numbering is an st-numbering. 0 
The running time of the St-numbering algorithm is O(n -t- m for the depth-first 
search phs the time required by ST The time required 
is dominated by the time spent in P ER calls. PATHFI 
be implemented 30 that a call requires time proportional to one plus the number of 
edges on the path found. This requires or that, for each vertex v, the following 
items be kept: a list of cycle edges {v, w } wi v 4 w ; 8 list of cycle edges {v, w ) with 
w 4 v; a list of tree edges v --, w ; the tree edge u * v (if any); and an edge {v, w ) 
such that IV = L(v) or 1[, (w ) = II, I(V). All these items can be constructed uring the 
depth-first search, and their storage requires linear space. Thus the total time for all 
calls on PATHFINDER is O(n + m) (each edge occurs in exactly one path), and 
the time ‘to find an St-numbering is O(n + m). 
The last section has presented an O(n + m ) algorithm to find an St-numbering ina 
biconnected graph. The algorithm uses depth-first search, The crux of the result is 
the relationship between tiepth-first search and biconnectivity (Lemma I), which is 
used in a procedure for partitioning a bioonnected graph into simple paths. This 
pzthfinding procedure is then used to find the desired St-numbering. The result 
gives an alternate proof of the Lempel-Even-Cederbaum result that an st- 
numbering exists for any biconnected graph. 
We can tzombine the St-numbering aig(orithm with an O(r2 + m) block-finding 
aigorithm [ 1,5] and with an efficient implementation by Lueker and Booth [4] of 
e main pan: of the Lcmpel-Even-Cederbaum planarity aigorithm [3] to give an 
(n) implementation ofthe Lenrpel-Even-Cederbaum planarity test (see [4]). This 
implementation should be comparable in speed and corn lexiiy with the O(n) 
algorithm described in [2]. 
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